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Back a little... a little more... too
far. Up a little bit... good. Now,
to adjust the lumbar support...
Oh, sorry everyone. Just trying
to get settled into the cockpit.
You know how these new
X-Wings can be.
We’ve had a few high proﬁle
events I wanted to brieﬂy touch
upon. First up, thank you to
everyone who participated in
the Pottery Barn Kids and LEGO events in October. I’m
seeing a lot of great mission reports and some even better
photos from the events. It’s events like these that make
us look good, not only to the public but also to LFL, so
again thank you to all who helped out on that front. I’m
also hearing great things about the Star Wars: In Concert
tour. Mission reports so far have been just stellar, and I’m
glad that we have been asked to be a part of this amazing
show. I only wish it was coming to a town near me so I
could see it for myself.
I hope everyone enjoys this latest issue of Comlink. Our
Public Relations team works hard on every issue, and I
can’t thank them enough for all the work they do to make
us look good. They’re always looking for ideas for articles,
so if you’ve got a mission report, story, or even a photo or
two, please send them in.
To wrap things up, I just want to remind everyone that the
Rebel Legion is your Legion, and we need your help to be
the best we can be. Get out there and do something like
take a shift at the Legion table at your local convention.
If you don’t have a table, organize one. Spread the word
about the Legion by organizing a parade entry, or even just
wear a Legion shirt out around town. You’d be surprised
how many times you’ll be stopped and asked about the
Legion that way. Help someone ﬁnish a costume, or even
ﬁnish your own costume … you know, that one you’ve
been working on for a year (or more). Get out there and
make a kid smile. Remember, we are the heroes!
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Ed “IndustrialSizeEd” Cook - Legion Commanding Ofﬁcer
Welcome to HQ R5-A7! I’ll
show you where the CO’s
bar is ... not that there’s
much left of it after
the last one!

“What’s THAT comlink?”
The “commbox” on the Rebel Fleet Trooper helmet was the very ﬁrst
comlink seen in the Star Wars Saga. Although never seen in use, it
still remains one of the more iconic comlinks we’ve seen.
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Versions of a box-style comlink can also be seen on both sides of
the Galactic Civil War. Variations could be seen on the headgear of
the Yavin Hanger Techs and Yavin Honor Guard as well as on the
Imperial Naval Ofﬁcer and Imperial TIE Pilot helmets.

meet
the base
Each quarter, we feature a Base or Outpost of the Rebel
Legion as a way for our members to get to know one another,
and to learn more about our fellow Rebels scattered all over
the globe. Up this issue... Alderaan Base!
Alderaan Base... we’re a little
different here in the Northeast.
Working in harmony with
our sister group, the 501st
Legion’s New England
Garrison (NEG), we often
work in large packs on group
costume projects. We share
talents, ideas and skills with
everyone and are fortunate
to have enthusiastic
members with such a variety of
costumes as to be able to choose
themes, even speciﬁc movies, with which
to staff larger events. We even integrate our members’ kids into
events in their own screen accurate costumes, too.
Oh… and we build props. BIG props. Often, we don’t even
realize how insane it is to tackle something until we have already
ﬁnished it!
The history of Alderaan is a little murky... it was derived as an
offshoot of New England members of Echo Base several years ago,
combined with a handful of members of the 501st NEG and other
hangers-on. In the early days, it was very much the obnoxious little
sibling to the NEG. But under the guidance of earlier COs like Erik
Larkin (now CO of Kamino Base in Connecticut and Rhode Island)
and Justin Manning, the base had a startling transformation from a
handful of semi-interested members in brown bathrobes into a very
diverse and well staffed group of some of the Legion’s most talented
and dedicated costumers.
Around the time I myself started tagging along to 501st events
as a guest, Alderaan was just starting this change. And as I got
sucked in and consumed by this crazy hobby, I realized my heart
never was in being a bad guy, so I threw my lot in 100% with the
Good Guys and never looked back. This was great timing, as
many who had previously sort of looked down on the Rebel group
were having similar epiphanies and changes of heart.

Very soon we were not only holding our own against the
501st NEG, we periodically upstaged them! Not surprisingly ,
though, the lines between groups got so blurred that we were
lending hands on multiple projects for the good of both groups:
Landspeeder builds, a motorized Dewback, and more recently
building an entire Ewok village on a 22 foot ﬂoat complete with
ﬁve of our kids as Ewoks and two life size Battle Droids. It’s
very common to have up to 20 people at two locations working
on multiple projects. We have dozens of sculptors, modelers,
seamsters, leather workers, puppet makers, fabricators,
armorers, painters, - just a ton of crazy, talented people. Since
we have multiple dual members, we often forget “who” the project
is for and just work to make the best “Star Wars” presentation we
can. A favorite saying up here is “Hey, it’s all Star Wars!”
The thing I like most about our
base and the thing I think we are
all proudest of is our almost crazed
devotion to putting on a good show.
Our have members routinely travel
to other states for even small events.
One member, Andrew Liptak, recently
did the Today Show in the morning
in New York City, then a Celtics
game in Boston that night, and he
lives four hours north in Vermont on
the Canadian border! Between the
NEG and ourselves we often staff
WOBURN HALLOWEEN
multiple events simultaneously, once
PARADE 2009
recently even doing a Hasbro event
Tim “Drew-PO” Drew,
in Rhode Island and a Family Fun
Cavalyn “Miss. Jaina” Galano
Fair in Massachusetts within hours
of each other, and several members
went to both! We’ve thrown out ﬁrst pitches at baseball games
and dropped pucks at hockey games. We do several parades a
year, including our the NEG sponsored St. Patrick’s Day Parade
“Death March” and the massive Joint Op event with the NEG, the
Woburn Halloween Parade... with up to 100 members, wranglers
and guests, for over 80,000 fans. We stay pretty busy with
upwards around 20-35 events year round on average.

And we are extremely proud of our charitable work.
Along with our regular work for donations to the
Make-A-Wish Foundation and the Jimmy Fund,
we organize and host several teams for the Autism
Awareness walks, have done hospital appearances
and run an annual Toys-For-Tots drive with the United
States Marine Corps. The close proximity and good
relations with Hasbro Toys in Rhode Island has also
allowed us to accept donation for Toys-For-Tots from
them as well (some kid is really gonna love those
remote control Starﬁghters we got from them!).
In a nutshell, we have a good group here. If you are
ever in our neck of the woods, drop us a line, we’d love
to have you as our guest.
ST. PATRICKS DAY PARADE, BOSTON, 2008
L to R: Mark Poutenis, Justin Manning, Erik Larkin, Brian Anderson, Bryan Morton,

Joy Burnham, Ginger Antonelli, Jason Antonelli, Joann Larkin, Meredith Bailey,
Cavalyn Galano, Ann Marie Dyer, Jes, Steve Slota, Terry Becker, Garrett McCarthy,
Chris Gregoire

OK for now ....
-Mark “Duck” Poutenis, CO Alderaan Base
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Sit down, pull up a chair, and let’s get to know the 2009-2010
Legion ofﬁcers, to see what drives them to dress up in our
favorite characters from a galaxy far, far away.
Legion
Commanding
Ofﬁcer
—
Ed Cook
Central Base
Why did you join
the Legion?
At ﬁrst, I joined the Legion
for the costuming tips and the perks of attending events.
But once I found out about the charity work we also do,
that sealed the deal. Having fun by costuming AND giving
back to our communities? Sign me up!

Who is your favorite Star Wars Character or costume?
Favorite costume would be the X-Wing Pilot. It was my
ﬁrst costume, and it’s the one I’m most known for. My
favorite character would be Wedge Antilles. He’s just an
average guy, no special powers, just a guy who’s good at
what he does. And he didn’t die, so that’s a plus.

How has Star Wars fandom and/or the Rebel Legion
affected your life?
I joined the Legion in 2005 after moving from New Orleans
to Minneapolis. I didn’t really know anybody here in
Minneapolis, and joining the Legion gave me not only a
local group of friends. And as time went by, I also ended
up making friends not only all over the country, but all over
the world. It’s a great feeling knowing that I can go almost
anywhere in the world and go out to dinner with some
friends who live there.

What would be your dream event to troop?
Anything at Skywalker Ranch would be awesome.

Where do you see the Rebel Legion in ﬁve years?
In the past couple of years, we’ve grown so much, and
I’d like to see that growth continue. I see the Rebel Legion
coming into great demand as the popularity of the
Clone Wars cartoon grows. Hopefully, we’ll be asked to
provide both Jedi and Clones for events, and we’ll need to
step up and ﬁll those requests.

What do you perceive as the mission for the Legion?
The mission of the Legion is to provide a forum to share
costuming knowledge with each other, encourage each
other to improve our costumes and costuming skills, and
to use those costumes to give back to the community
through charity, volunteering, and other good deeds.
You got that right boss!

interview

Legion
Executive
Ofﬁcer
—
Crystal Bass
Corellia Base
Why did you join the Legion?
I joined the Legion ﬁve years ago in Florida after some local
Tallahassee members saw my picture in the paper of people planning
to dress up for the Episode III release. At the time, I was not aware
of any local members and hadn’t thought to join until they invited
me to their Episode III troop. After that evening of meeting all of the
local members, who told me of the great things the Rebel Legion did,
I had to join. Not only was it everything I had wanted to do with my
costuming, but it was also this great resource of information. This
great place allowed me to meet people from all over the world and to
help others get into this hobby as well.

Who is your favorite Star Wars Character or costume?
On the Rebel side of things, I like Obi-Wan and most of the pilots from
Rogue Squadron. I bleed orange, and have always loved the X-Wing
Pilot costume. It was the ﬁrst costume I built or assembled every part
of myself and over the years I’ve upgraded pieces here and there. On
the dark side of things, I’m quite partial to Boba Fett and all he’s got
going on.

How has Star Wars fandom and/or the Rebel Legion
affected your life?
For the most part, it has been nothing but positive. I’ve gotten to use
my costuming/prop making as a means to do another thing that was
important to me, charity work. I’ve been able to help raise money for
many groups and to bring smiles to veterans and children in hospitals
when not much else could. Without this group, these things would have
been much harder to ﬁt into my life in a way that I felt was satisfying.
Thanks to Star Wars and the costuming Legions I no longer feel that I
can’t accomplish what I always wished I could.
It also has led me to my amazing ﬁancé, Chad, who I met at Star
Wars Weekends in Florida in 2006. Without the RL, I never would
have met him or many of the friends who I consider to be the
greatest people I know. I make sure to remember that whenever the
occasional bad thing happens due to the personality conﬂicts and
drama bound to occur in a group of so many people.

What would be your dream event to troop?
Honestly, I’ve already trooped what I would consider my dream
event - carrying the German ﬂag in the 2007 Rose Parade Star Wars
Spectacular. It’s hard to believe it has already been almost three
years since that event. Not only did I get to meet members of both
Legions from around the world, I got to spend a week with them! Not
to mention getting to shake hands with George Lucas himself and
meeting and getting to know Steve Sansweet and Mary Franklin.
It’s hard to remember sometimes that it wasn’t a dream! Though the
blisters on my feet after marching about six miles in Stormtrooper
armor weren’t a dream for sure.
continues on page 12

Legion
Administration
Council
—
Rick Bouwhuis
Freedom Base
Why did you join
the Legion?
I joined quite by
accident really.
Back in 2001/2002
I wanted a really
nice Jedi costume
for Halloween and got myself one. Once Halloween was over,
I stumbled across the Rebel Legion website by chance and
decided to join. After my membership was posted, a local San
Antonio member, Pete “Pete Solo” Gonzales, saw it and got in
touch with me so I could come out and start trooping with them.
With my my ﬁrst troop at a Toys “R” Us, it was over… I was
hooked and wanted to do more and more.

Who is your favorite Star Wars Character or costume?
Well the Jedi have always been my favorite… the simplicity and
discipline of their lives and the fact they use and master only one
weapon. My favorite character is Qui-Gon Jinn. To me he is the
best example of what a dedicated and humble Jedi should be.

How has Star Wars fandom and/or the Rebel Legion
effected your life?
In many ways, Star Wars has affected not only my life, but the
lives of my family and my friends and colleagues as well. From
the Star Wars collectors museum (which is now the entire
basement ﬂoor of my home), to the small child who screams
in joy and reaches out to me when he sees me as his favorite
character, to the dying child at Wilford Hall Medical Center,
who through Make-A-Wish, just wanted to meet a Jedi Knight
before he passes. I have been humbled and honored through
this hobby to make a difference in a child’s life... children
of ALL ages… it gives me a feeling in my heart that I can’t
describe in words. It’s this feeling that gives me the desire to
give back as much as I can to the fan community until I can’t
give anymore. I intend to keep trooping and building costumes
until I just can’t physically do it anymore.

What would be your dream event to troop?
The Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. We WILL (does the
Jedi mind-trick wave) eventually be in it one year soon.

Where do you see the Rebel Legion in ﬁve years?
I think this organization will continue to grow to the point where
each state in the U.S. (and most other countries that do not
currently have one) will have their own Base or Outpost. I also
hope to see us, in all cases and locations, in excellent working
partnerships with our brothers and sisters from the 501st
Legion where we all troop together for our love and dedication
to the Star Wars universe.

What do you perceive as the mission for the Legion?
To keep the fandom magic and spirit of the Star Wars
universe alive through professional quality costuming of
it’s “Good Guy” characters.

interview

Legion
Administration
Council
—
Deidra Culp
Nar Shaddaa Base
Why did you join the Legion?
I joined in 2005 to be a volunteer
at Celebration III. As I tend to get
bored at conventions, I thought
being a volunteer would help
give me something to do. I also
thought it would give me the
opportunity to meet new people,
get out of the house and have
some fun.

Who is your favorite Star Wars Character or costume?
Princess Leia! She’s always been my hero. She stood up against
the tyranny of the Empire. And she still didn’t give in, even when
her home planet was destroyed. She continued to be a leader in
the Rebellion all the way until the Empire was defeated. I choose
her Ceremonial Gown as my ﬁrst costume because it is what she
wears in my favorite scene, and it was a costume that I knew
I could make myself. Even though I’ve greatly expanded my
costume wardrobe, it’s still my preferred costume.

How has Star Wars fandom and/or the Rebel Legion
effected your life?
I’ve made a lot of friends, spent a lot of money, and gone a lot of
places I never would have even thought about! Before joining,
all I really knew about were the big Celebrations. Being in the
Legion has taken me to Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, and all over
Illinois, Wisconsin, and Indiana. And even all the way out to
California for Celebration IV. And I’ve met a lot of people! When
I joined I didn’t know anyone. I wouldn’t have even been able to
tell you the name of my Base CO! Today I have about a dozen
other members I consider good friends, and dozens more are
acquaintances, none of which I would have meet if I hadn’t joined
in and gotten involved with the Legion.

What would be your dream event to troop?
I know a lot of members want to do hospital visits, but I know I
wouldn’t be able to make it through something like that. I’d be a
crying mess out in the parking lot. I would however, love to get to
costume at a Star Wars breakfast. It would be an event where you
know everyone attending is a fan and would know who you are.
Plus they’d already be excited to be there, and for that little bit of
time you get to be the one that brings someone’s hero to life.

Where do you see the Rebel Legion in ﬁve years?
Still growing. Star Wars will always have its ups and downs, but I
think as our current members get out and do more, we’ll attract more
members. And as the fans of the Prequel Trilogy and Clone Wars
grow up, our next generation of members will be looking to join us.

What do you perceive as the mission for the Legion?
We’re costumers that do charity-work, appearances, and have
fun. We don’t just make great costumes, we use them to help
keep the magic and joy that is Star Wars alive.

Comlink
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Legion
Administration
Council
—
Neil Shivelle
Tarrapin Base
Why did you join
the Legion?
I joined the legion
on a whim about
a month before
Celebration III. After
seeing all of the
costumes being worn
at Celebration II, it
was then I made the
decision that I wanted
to be a costumed
member of the Legion
before the next
Celebration. Once I
learned that one of the
Legion’s focuses was on charities, I was even happier I’d made
the decision to sign up.

Who is your favorite Star Wars Character or costume?
Anyone who has looked at my proﬁle can see my favorite
costume is the Jedi. I currently have 3 of them, two of which are
of Anakin (Attack of the Clones and The Clone Wars). Right now
my favorite character would have to be Boba Fett. Empire was the
ﬁrst Star Wars movie I saw at the theater, and I can still remember
to this day my reaction when he ﬁrst appeared on screen.

How has Star Wars fandom and/or the Rebel Legion
effected your life?
The Rebel Legion allowed me to get to know more people from
more far reaching places than I probably would ever have been
able to do otherwise. Some I consider to be close friends, while
others not as close as I would like. But at the end of the day I
consider my life to be richer because of all the people I have met
through my being a member of the Legion.

What would be your dream event to troop?
Skywalker Ranch / Archives… enough said.

Where do you see the Rebel Legion in ﬁve years?
I see the Rebel Legion continuing to grow. With the expanding
popularity of the Clone Wars, and more people getting to
know us, I see us getting more events. I would like to see us
reach the level of the 501st in people’s eyes, so that we can
no longer be asked “Are you guy’s with the 501st?”, but rather
“WHICH Legion are you guys with?”

What do you perceive as the mission for the Legion?
Simple - to make kids world-wide smile. Whether it be through
a charity event or at a convention, at the end of the day as
long as we made one child smile then we have completed
our mission. The forum and our knowledge-sharing is all in
support of this, and by working together, the Legion can fully
accomplish this.
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Legion
Administration
Council
—
Heidi Van Camp
Mos Eisley Base
Why did you join
the Legion?
I was pretty new to any
form of serious costuming
when my boyfriend and
I decided to make some
Star Wars costumes for
Celebration IV. We had
done a ton of research
but had never run across
the Rebel Legion until
we went to the event in
Los Angeles. By the end
of CIV, we’d had such a
great time and got such a
positive response on our
costumes, we not only decided to attend San Diego Comic-Con
that year but to also make additional Star Wars costumes to
wear. I was so happy to know that there was a universe of people
out there like me, who loved Star Wars... and weren’t all Dark
Lords or Sith. I joined the RL to research additional costumes and
meet more people like myself. It turned out to be a great move;
around the same time I joined the RL our Phoenix Fan Force kind
of fell apart and many of the members migrated back to the RL
boards. We all worked together to get the Rebel Legion active
again in Arizona, and the rest is history!

Who is your favorite Star Wars Character or costume?
Well I have two very different answers for this. My favorite
character is hands-down R2-D2. I’m convinced if it wasn’t for
him all the way from Ep1-6, the Rebels would have been up the
creek without a paddle many times! He’s cute, he’s brave, he’s
smart and he’s got a bit of a mouth on him - what more could a
girl ask for? Now, my favorite costume to wear is still my Barriss
Offee. I love her character and, the uniqueness of her ensemble.
How fortunate I was that it came together so well for me - the
blood, sweat, and tears were shared by many people, endlessly
searching for that cloak material, getting the belt and lightsaber hilt
just right, and the trials with the makeup. It is a bit of work to get
into, but it’s a lot of fun to wear, especially when the kids know who
you are. Now if Dave Filoni would only give her some screen time
in the Clone Wars! (Ed. note - Heidi got her wish, as Bariss Offee
was appeared in a multi- episode story arc in Season II.)

How has Star Wars fandom and/or the Rebel Legion
effected your life?
Star Wars has always been a huge part of my life, although I
probably collect more now than I used to. Going to all of these
conventions hooked me on collecting the Gentle Giant stuff along
with the exclusives. And thanks to the Rebel Legion I now have
a patch obsession! Along with my patch collecting desires, the
Rebel Legion has affected my life in so many ways; ﬁrst and
foremost I’ve met some really great people and have made some
continues on page 12

Your Mission: C H A R I T Y
The room is lit by the sparkling lights from the tree and the dim
early sunlight of Christmas morning. You’re groggy but excited,
as everyone shufﬂes into the room and yawns with smiles on
their faces. As you tear the paper from the box, you laugh with
delight as you realize you’ve got the lightsaber, or the Ewok doll,
or the Millennium Falcon play set you’ve been eyeing on the shelf
for months. You don’t bother to open the remaining wrapped
presents, you open the box and start playing with you new
favorite Star Wars toy immediately.
This scene has probably played out for you or your kids on many
Christmas mornings. But aside from experiencing it yourself,
many Rebel Legion members work to give this experience to
strangers, helping kids that may be disappointed on Christmas
morning if not for the generosity shown through toy drives; and
every year Rebel Legion members turn out to help.
Star Wars fans love their toys and toy drive events combine
the Star Wars fan’s love of toys with the charitiable mission of
the Rebel Legion.
Each December, Alpha Base teams up with their 501st
neighbors to collect toys in Tacoma, Washington. According to
Charles “Tolard-Foz” Foltz, the beneﬁciaries of their hard work
was to be Children’s Hospital. The donations were arranged
through Child’s Play, which supplies games and toys to kids in
hospitals, who otherwise would get nothing with which to play.
“I know what it can be like to be hospitalized for an extended
time” said Foltz, “You begin to think no one really cares about
you. So knowing that these kids would get some great stuff if I
and my fellows did a smart job of focusing people’s attention on
the toy drive, gave me a desire to be at that curbside no matter
what the weather conditions were.”

Dantooine Base and the 70th Explorers Garrision helped collect toys
for the Salvation Army to “stuff the bus”.
Pictured (l-r) Jason Driskill, Bart “gandalfbmg” Germann, Jackie Celeste.
Courtesy of Sarah German
Another group Rebel Legion bases work with each year is the
Toys For Tots program (a project of the United States Marine
Corps. that collects toys for underprivileged children). In Hanover,
Maryland in December, 2008, Terrapin Base helped collect eight
large boxes of toys. “It’s what we do.” said Kellie “Amalpheiea”
Hendley, who was one of the rebels in attendance. They hope to
increase their collected donations this year.
The Echo Base rebels also did the same thing in Rio Grande,
New Jersey, collecting enough toys to ﬁll a military transport
truck. “We just hoped our presence would draw more attention to
Toys for Tots so needy families could have a good Christmas.”
Said Jason “Jedi-J” Antonelli, one of the Rebel Legion members
at the Rio Grande toy drive.
As each winter holiday season comes around, keep an eye out
for opportunities like this to help make a child’s season a little bit
better. Groups like the Salvation Army, Toys for Tots and many
other groups hold toy drives every season, likely near you and
perhaps you too can help them out.
- Bart “gandalfbmg” German, Dantooine Base

Alpha Base and Garrison Titan help a local store
collect toys for Child’s Play.
Pictured is (l-r) Jim Peternel, Walter Dobbins, Bryce Burgess, Charles Foltz,
Carie Burgess, Shane (store’s manager), Mike Disher.
Courtesy of Charles Foltz.
Members of Echo Base encourage shoppers to donate to Toys for Tots.
Pictured is (l-r) Blake “bmann” Mann, Ginger “Jedi-G”
Antonelli, Jason “Jedi-J” Antonelli. Courtesy of Jason Antonelli

Diplomatic
Missions

Taunus Wunderland
Schlangenbad, Germany • September 26th

Legionnaires and other Star Wars fans on parade!

German Base Yavin had their ﬁrst vacation park event on
September 26th at Taunus Wunderland, Germany. But it wasn’t only
for our own fun - our goal was to bring fun and joy to our hosts,
especially for the children. Joining together with some other fan
groups; “Order of the Force,” “Pavis meets Mara,” “Star Wars Dinner
Wiesbaden,” and “Star Wars Dinner Nürnberg” we held a quiz with
prizes, and provided many photo opportunities for the guests.
- Claudia “Nomi Darklighter” Riedel, German Base Yavin

Joining the Rebel Legion members were members from “Order of the Force,”
“Pavis meets Mara,” “Star Wars Dinner Wiesbaden,” “Star Wars Dinner Nürnberg” as well as independent Rebels and Imperials.

Back Row (left to right): Philipp Hermle, Thomas Riedel, Ewald Theil,

Claudia Riedel, Thomas Jantschke.
Front Row (from left to right): Christian Allner, Sandra Bissmann, Tine Fricker,

Frank Sommer, Lothar Werner, Fabio Galletti (visiting from Italian Base).
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Tennessee Titans All-Pro Dad Day

Diplomatic
Missions

Nashville, Tennessee • October 3rd
The Tennessee Titans, in conjunction with Comcast and
The Cartoon Network, held their annual Titans All-Pro Dad
Day on Saturday, October 3rd. All-Pro Dad is an innovative
program designed to equip men with the moral and
educational tools necessary to make them better fathers
and role models, and to build character in their children
and communities. Preliminary estimates were that over
400 families attended the event. Comcast and the Cartoon
Network informed us that we were the ﬁrst market this
season to have Rebel Legion and 501st Legion members
in attendance.
The event was from 2:00-5:00PM and we arrived around
1:00PM. Corellian Base and the Mid-South Garrison were
out in full force to support this great cause. The weather
was beautiful, with temperatures in the upper
70s (Fahrenheit) with clear skies, and the ﬁeld was in
great condition. There was a constant breeze that kept the
Clones cool and the Jedi cloaks billowing.
Cartoon Network provided a large backdrop featuring
characters from the Clone Wars cartoon series as well
as a green screen for photographs. We also conducted
patrols of the sports ﬁeld that resulted in a “touchdown” of
smiles and picture taking. Thanks to all who attended and
made this an awesome event!
- Don “FallenJedi” Enck, Corellian Base

Rebel Legion and 501st members: Todd, Skip, Jonathan, Don, Bob Huff,
Glenn Stine, Raychel, Jennifer and Starla (Handlers/Photographers)

Members greeted the public in front of a Clone Wars background, supplied by
the Cartoon Network.

Glenn “Obi-TN” Stine
interviews a possible
new padawan.

Walk-A-Thon
Verona, New Jersey • October 4th

Diplomatic
Missions

The annual walk-a-thon to raise ﬁnancial support for Saint
Barnabas Medical Center Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)
was held Sunday, October 4 in Verona, New Jersey. In the
past nine years, Miracle Walk has raised over $2.5 million to
purchase advanced medical technology for the NICU. This year
we hoped to add to that impressive total.
To entertain the attendees during the registration process,
Legion members from Echo Base posed for pictures, signed
autographs and handed out free Rebel Legion swag. Kristin
“Benae Quee” Sirota provided a bunch of hula hoops for the kids
and displayed her mad skills with her personal one.
We have been doing this event for the last eight years and must
say the turn out for this event was great. We all had a lot of fun
and put many smiles on faces from young to old - with special
thanks going to the South Jersey guys for making the trek up to
us. Many pictures were taken and once again we have already
been invited back. Thanks to Kris for bring the hoops - the kids
loved them. Nothing went badly, we had great weather, a HUGE
turnout, an awesome set up and a good place to change.
After the walk we decided to head to a nearby diner for some
chow and great memories. It was right down the street, easy to
get to - simply exit the park by turning right, go to ﬁrst light (car
dealership) and turn left. About a mile up on the left is the diner.
Simple right? Somehow, and even though we had a nine car
caravan going, Tim “Endorscout64” Levan got lost and couldn’t
ﬁnd his way to us, lol... it took about 25 min for him to get there!!

Not only did Kristin “Benae Quee”
Sirota show off her hula-hooping skills, but she also took
the time to teach the kids how. Who knew hula-hooping
had made it’s way all the way out to Alderaan?

- Terry “Navajo Bro” Browning, Echo Base

Rebel Legion and 501st Members: Will, Kristen,
Mattydog, Tim, Zach, Andres, Ed, Bonnie, Bro, Matt,
Joe, Jeff, Crystal, Leo and Jenn (Handlers)
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Photos from Kristin “Benae Quee” Sirota.

Diplomatic
Missions
Rebel Legion and 501st Members:
Rich, Mark, Cheryl, Neil, Aimee, Jason, Ted, Thomas,
Steven, Joe, Kyle, Michael, Paul, Vicki, Ed, Jody, Laura,
Chris, Paul, Phyllis

Making Strides Against Breast Cancer
Aurora, Illinois • October 18th
Photos from Phyllis “Schph Gochi” Schulte.

On October 18th members of Nar Shaddaa Base and Midwest Garrison
joined forces with the rest of the country for Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer. The walk in which we participated was in Aurora, Illinois.
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer is a non-competitive 5K to raise
funds and awareness during October, which is Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. For the past few months our troops have been busy fundraising
via two small “Donation Stations” and through donations from friends,
families, and co-workers. This team of rather unusual walkers raised an
astonishing $4,016.00 (at last count) and ended up as the #5 fundraising
team out of about 100 teams.
Part of the money raised was with pink armbands that carried the name
of someone who was either “honored” (still alive and battling cancer) or
“remembered” (someone lost to cancer). Each of the team members had
an armband with their name and the logos of Nar Shaddaa Base and
Midwest Garrison on one arm and wore armbands with those who we
were honoring and remembering on the other arm. After the walk was
completed, those memorial armbands were then mailed to the contributor.
Thanks to all our participants who went absolutely above and beyond. It isn’t
easy hauling your behind out of bed at 6:00AM (and earlier) on a Sunday
morning when the temperatures outside are at about the freezing mark.
- Phyllis “Schph Gochi” Schulte, Nar Shadda Base

Thomas “Crix” Turner shows off the armbands
worn in honor of or remembrance of loved
ones with cancer.

<sniff> I’m going to miss these
reports ... do you think I can
come back to visit sometime?

Heroes doing good! Members of Nar Shadda Base
Join the Fight Against Breast Cancer!

Crystal Bass Interview, continued from page 4.

Where do you see the Rebel Legion in ﬁve years?
I hope to see it continue to grow in the direction it has been
heading in the past couple of years – to be more respected as
the sister organization of the 501st. We’ve come a long way
recently and are less often giggled at and accused of being just
bathrobe Jedi or the less accurate “redheaded step-sister” of
the 501st. Our costumes are getting more and more amazing,
and with Clone Wars cartoons being a hit, Jedi are Clones
more popular than ever. I hope with the release of the live
action series coming soon that some of the older Rebellion
costumes will follow suit. (Hint, hint, more pilots George!)

What do you perceive as the mission for the Legion?
It says it right in the charter. Basically its mission is to be
a place for people who want to wear well-made costumes of
the good guys of Star Wars; to help others in their quest to
make and acquire them, to spread our love of the movies
and stories to the masses. And most importantly to me, to give
back to our communities.

Heidi Van Camp Interview, continued from page 6.

From the
Editors’ Desks
2010 will mark the 10-year Anniversary of the Rebel
Legion! Back in ‘02, the Legion had only 13 bases in the
United States. Now, we’ve spread worldwide with 35
bases and 8 Outposts internationally – manned by over
2,000 Rebel Legionnaires! The new year already plans
to bring many more troops at cons, events and charity
functions, where we can show what our Legion’s made
of. Be sure to keep a look out for a new special 10th
Anniversary logo and other new promotional materials as
we start another decade of great Rebel Legion fun! So
keep up the great work everyone and here’s to another
wonderful 10 years!
On another note, we’d also like to welcome Bart
“gandalfbmg” German (Dantooine Base) and Shawn
“Obi-Shawn” Crosby (Sunrider Base) to the Comlink
team. Bart will be taking on writing and editing duties
while Shawn will be helping us out with design and layout.
Welcome aboard rebels, and thanks for helping out!

lasting friendships. Making costumes has also given me an
outlet for arts and crafts that I’ve always had but never really
done much with. I’ve learned to sew, bondo, hot glue, paint,
transfer and create things like never before. Now, I always
have a list of projects to work on and keep me busy. I’ve also
always been one to volunteer my time whenever I can and the
Rebel Legion allows me to do this several times a year while
hanging out with friends and sharing something I love (Star
Wars) with others.

Place your orders boys …
drinks are on the new guys!

Where do you see the Rebel Legion in ﬁve years?
I’d love to see the Rebel Legion continue to grow worldwide
and become as well known throughout the galaxy as the 501st.
I’d also like to see the two clubs having a better relationship
across the board, in every Base/Garrison - and it would be
great if the RL could be the club to strive for that.

Editors:

Hmm, I haven’t really thought about this much before because
we do so many fun events here in Arizona. Right now I would
have to say a Celebration near us, with all of the Mos Eisley
Crew in attendance to troop with!

Bart German
Dantooine Base

Neil Shivelle
Terrapin Base

Katharine Star
Echo Base

Staff:

What would be your dream event to troop?

Shawn Crosby
Sunrider Base

Deidra Culp
Nar Shaddaa Base

Jon Paulson
Sunrider Base

Matt Hofmann
Mos Espa Base

Joel Webne
Freedom Base

What do you perceive as the mission for the Legion?
The mission for the RL to me is: To promote the highest
level of Star Wars costuming in the world, along with giving
back to our communities through volunteerism and charity
- all while having fun, sharing ideas, skills and celebrating all
things Star Wars!

Legion Detachments
Not just for Pilots anymore
During 2007’s Celebration IV, the Legion only ﬁelded one un-ofﬁcial detachment –
Starﬁghter Command. In the ensuing growth spurt since Celebration IV, not only did
Starﬁghter Command become the Legion’s ﬁrst ofﬁcial chartered detachment, but they
led the way for the half a dozen detachments that have followed in their jet wash.
Detachments are special theme units created to improve the quality and awareness of a
speciﬁc costume category, and as well as providing a cohesive group for individuals who
enjoy the costumes that make up that particular category. All members have the option to
join any (or multiple) detachments based on what costumes they own. Detachments are
a strictly voluntary aspect of the Rebel Legion.

Rebel Legion
Starﬁghter Command
— Rebel Pilots —

Rebel Legion
Galactic Senate
— Royalty/Senatorial —

Knights of the Jedi Order
— Jedi —

Rebel Alliance
Infantry Detachment
— Original Trilogy Troopers —

The Wretched Hive
— Aliens —

The Clones of the Republic
— Clones —

And our newest detachment -

Docking Bay 94
— Fringe —
We’ll be hearing more about
them in the next issue.

